E-Tender published on 02-07-2020 at 5:00 PM. Tender ID: 2020_FD_38456_1 on Notice Inviting Tender (NIT) for Development of Life Size Outdoor Wildlife exhibits at Sai Ropa under GHNP Division Shamshi. In the NIT against the BoQ component-5 Western Tragopan be read as Himalayan Tahr rather than Western Tragopan.

The Specification of Himalayan Tahr is as under:

i. ) 3-D Life size fibre glass models of Himalayan Tahr (7 models).

ii.) 7 models with realistic colour painting with U/V coating on 3-D models.

iii) RCC foundation with iron framework for installation.

iv). Suitable natural habitat platform complete installation at site.

The other component and items will remain the same.

Divisional Forest Officer,
GHNP, Shamshi